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Flight Awareness 
Collaboration Tool (FACT)
An automation tool to improve airport operations during winter 
storms 

Winter weather such as snow, freezing precipitation, and ice can impact 
airport surface operations. These conditions may result in significant 
disruptions in arrival and departure rates. To address these issues, NASA 
Ames Research Center has developed a software application called the 
Flight Awareness Collaboration Tool (FACT). This tool is designed to 
reduce the number of unnecessary flight cancellations by improving 
situation awareness of an impending winter weather event and its effects 
on airports. FACT provides the necessary data for decision making and 
supports collaboration between the organizations involved in managing 
flight and airport operations. It gathers the information necessary for 
winter weather management into one location and has predictive tools. 
Being web-based, it can be available to multiple users.

BENEFITS

Concentrates information about winter 
weather events onto one display

Tracks arrival flights in en route airspace

Includes weather status and predictive tools

Has a visual display of surface traffic 
movement at an airport

Provides airport runway configuration

Reports runway closures for snow/ice 
treatment

Shows Notices to Airmen and other FAA data

Includes team communication tools

Web-based - available to multiple users



THE TECHNOLOGY

The Flight Awareness Collaboration Tool (FACT) user interface is a quad 
design with four areas. The Primary Map View shows the US with several 
traffic and weather overlays. The Surface Map View displays the selected 
airport with information on runway conditions and other factors. The 
Information View has specific data from various sources about the area of 
interest. This view also has a built-in algorithm that predicts the impact of 
the forecast winter weather on airport capacity. The Communication View 
supports messaging within the geographically-dispersed team that is 
using FACT. When an airport is selected in the Primary Map View, the 
information presented in the Surface Map and Information Views is 
focused on that choice.

FACT is a web-based application using Node.js and MongoDB. It receives 
Java messages from the Federal Aviation Administration System Wide 
Information Management (SWIM) data repository. Data acquired from web 
pages and SWIM are tailored for FACTs Information View area. FACT is 
designed to reside on an existing workstation monitor to be put into use 
as needed.

APPLICATIONS

The technology has several potential applications:

Air traffic management system

Aerospace industry

Aviation industry

Airport authority

De-icing operators

PUBLICATIONS

Patent No: 10,229,604

FACT User Interface Design
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NASA's Technology Transfer Program pursues the 
widest possible applications of agency technology 
to benefit US citizens. Through partnerships and 
licensing agreements with industry, the program 
ensures that NASA's investments in pioneering 
research find secondary uses that benefit the 
economy, create jobs, and improve quality of life.
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